SupaPowa® Cap |

Chrome/Black Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-CB-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Black with Chrome outer ring

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Chrome/White Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-CW-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

White with Chrome outer ring

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Dark Wood Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-WD-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Dark Wood

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Light Wood Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-WL-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Light Wood

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Chrome/Clear Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-PC-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Clear with Chrome outer ring

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Blue Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-PB-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Blue

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

White Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Wireless Power Delivered

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-PW-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

White

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

SupaPowa® Cap |

Pink Polyester
Anti Slip Cover - Circular

Product Description
The SupaPowa® dual mode transmitter Surface Mounted offering comes with an Autotex® Softouch polyester antislip top seal. This high-quality textured polyester film consists of a base polyester with a flexible, chemically bonded
and UV-cured textured coating.
Its distinctive soft to-the-touch silky texture is incredibly tactile yet robust and still delivers exceptional resistance to a
wide range of chemicals, solvents, surface wear, and abrasion.
The circular [100mm diameter] top seal is available in various options.
Bespoke options [size, shape, colour or branding] can be agreed with SupaPowa®.
Bespoke designs will incur a setup charge.

Product Specification
Part number

SP-PD-PP-XX-16 V1

Finish

Polyester Soft Touch

Colour

Pink

Net weight

2g

Dimensions

100mm Dia x 0.1mm Depth

Notes

Anti-slip top cover with adhesive backing for surface mount

SupaPowa® - Portsmouth Technopole, Kingston Crescent, Portsmouth PO2 8FA.
For product support call: +44 (0)23 9265 8301 or email support@supapowa.org
www.supapowa.org

Wireless Power Delivered

